105,746
Apart from having to hide in the bunker this
evening, how convenient for you, Bronx Colors
user, that the media has been under fire for two
days and unable to hold you accountable.
How convenient for you the media and public have
changed the subject to this country’s original
sin, racism.
So convenient it’s almost as if the distraction
was organized.
So convenient the riot gear purchased by the
feds earlier this year may have found a good
use, depending on how it was distributed when
received.*
What a pity personal protection equipment for
the entire American health care system hadn’t
been ordered at the same time the riot gear was
purchased. We’ll chalk that up to another one of
your gross failings.
The dust will eventually settle on the streets,
the tear gas will drift away, the arrested will
pay bail and head home.
And the subject will return to your gross
failings because they continue to mount every
day. We’ll grant you that much: your malignant
neglect of your role as president to protect and
defend the Constitution and the people who live
within its reach is greater than that of any
American president in history and grows apace.

You owe this many Americans and
their surviving family and friends
an apology, at a minimum, for
having failed so wretchedly
handling the COVID-19 pandemic.
Nearly all of these deaths could
have been avoided had you gotten
off your ass and done what was
needed in January after China and
WHO announced the risk of
pandemic.
Being a malignant narcissist, though, I’m sure
this will only make you feel like a victim.
You’d be better off staying in your bunker,
whether below the White House or on one of your
goddamned golf courses. It would cost this
country fewer lives if you spent the rest of
your term at one of your resorts, tooling around
in a taxpayer-rented golf cart, chasing a little
white ball.
_________
* Links to purchase orders:
Order signed 23-MAR-2020, $25,963.10, for POLICE
GEAR,DISPOSABLE CUFFS, GAS MASKS, BALLISTIC
HELMETS, RIOT GLOVES
https://beta.sam.gov/awards/89062523%2BAWARD?key
words=%09%2036C26220P0825%20&sort=relevance&index=&is_active=true&page=1
Order signed 17-MAR-2020, $63,333.96, for POLICE

PROTECTION EQUIPMENT FOR WASHINGTON D.C. VA
POLICE IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19 OUTBREAK.
https://beta.sam.gov/awards/89176706%2BAWARD?key
words=%09%2036C24520P0413%20&sort=relevance&index=&is_active=true&page=1
NB: 105,773 — U.S. death toll from COVID-19,
June 1, 2020 8:00 a.m. ET via Wikipedia’s
COVID-19 pandemic data page.

